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Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the Marian Center of Figueira, Minas Gerais,
Brazil, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

As Chaste and Most Pure Hearts, We come from Heaven so that you may recognize the values and
celestial Graces in your lives that we have placed in your spirits during these last three years.

Children of Mine, having recognized the need for charity and mainly the lack of love within
suffering hearts in this time, your main motive must be to bring relief to the needs that humanity
and the Kingdoms of Nature have.

Many of you, through service, defeated and passed through the barriers of great inner resistance,
and opening your hands to give of yourselves to others, discovered the source of service and love
that dwells within each one of your souls.

If the whole of humanity could rescue the great imbalances and the miseries that exist upon the
whole planet, and if the giving of self were spontaneous and immediate, the Mercy of God would
have already transformed all evil into Light. In this way, many hearts would have stopped suffering
from the result of their errors.

Thus, My children, having entered into the essence of service to humanity, which is one of the main
attributes of the Sacred Family, the world would already be saved and worthy of receiving another
chance.

Your Sacred Heavenly Mother draws you closer to the virtues that will make it possible for the New
Humanity to emerge.

While the Woman Clothed with the Sun deviates the beast from the path so that all the children of
God may achieve peace, I ask that you continue to work for the awakening of service and pure love
for all of humanity.

Your Celestial Father expects that the action of service be fraternal with other consciousnesses that
must also awaken to service for their fellow beings.

The love of the heart, united with spontaneous service, promises great transformations and relief
from all the debts that are generated, day after day, by current humanity.

Dear children, in the same way that My Holy husband Saint Joseph, Father and Guardian of Jesus,
invited you to serve without personal preferences or likes, continue to walk toward the Source and
the spring that emerges to cleanse and close the great spiritual wounds of this assaulted humanity.

My Immaculate Heart will find you working through service and through prayer, and just like My
beloved Son requested, go two by two, and proclaim your redemption to the world.

The Sacred Hearts will be attentive to the voice of your pleas and those of all the servers of Love.

I thank you on this day for responding to My call and for having concretized it.
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Who gathers you together in the spirit of service for peace in the world,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace

 


